Spatiality
Temporal chromatic resonance
> At the Brussels Cervantes Institute, Spanish painter Alberto Reguera takes his paintings off the wall ...
> And installs them on the ground, to capture the light from every possible source.
The somewhat surprising venue, not normally suited to an exhibition of paintings despite its beautiful light, vast
spaces and prestige, was a fairly imposing interior space to contend with - a daunting task for a painter.
He very astutely opted to show an installation, without in any way betraying his paintings; on the contrary,
he gave them an opportunity to spread out and more fully conquer the surrounding spatiality. He designed, as
Roger Pierre Turine aptly points out in the catalogue, “paintings as cubes covered on the front, sides and even
back with material and colours” - parallelepipeds in a variety of dimensions, which he then arranged in two of
the three rooms to create a path without a fixed itinerary.
Spain’s Alberto Reguera (born in Segovia in 1961, living in Paris and Madrid) requires no introduction here
since he has been successfully showing his work in Belgium for over 25 years. His register is material abstraction
with a pronounced taste for powerful, luminous colours, the ones that push the paint forward off the surface. He
sticks to it entirely in these volume developments that are essentially viewed from above, so that the upper edge
is seen flat and the other surfaces more or less vertically. And this reveals the painting in a completely different
way, with the light caught by the texture constantly changing the tonalities as one moves around, viewing the
paintings from close up and at a distance, with their back or their front to the light, from the side and so on.
Each cubic painting becomes an iridescent, constantly changing landscape that incorporates the temporality of
motion and the often-imperceptible variations that one experiences when observing nature (a sunrise) unfold.
In a subtle and revealing addition, the painter has also discretely hung a number of his photographs on the walls.
These are highly atmospheric views, clouds, skies and even (daringly, and rightly so) a sunset: and suddenly, his
paintings take on a further bond - a bond to nature’s routine, changing bounty, which he in no way imitates but
with which he has an affinity, taking his personal path that is as questioning, appealing and mysterious as that
of the ever-changing, moving skies. In a light-hearted allusion to his work and his approach he has included, in
one of his ensembles, a white canvas with an unpainted front - a way of closing the loop.
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